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ADULTS READING THIS BOOK:
Before you start reading, all mobile 
phones, tablets and other gadgets 
must be switched off.

[STOP]



Becky comes home from school.
She is singing, warbling and humming.
‘Hello! Guess what happened today,’ she shouts. 
No one answers. As usual.

[HELLOOO]



Becky makes Pasta Iberia for dinner.
It smells wonderful.
What will Mum and Dad say now?
But Dad just takes pictures of his food, 
while Mum checks his blog.



Mum is taking selfies.
She does a trout pout and looks like a duck. 
‘Something cool happened at school today,’ Becky says. 
Mum and Dad finally put their tablets down.
They finally want to listen to her!

[MWAH]



But then Dad’s pocket vibrates.
He lifts his phone to his ear.
‘ROGER, OLD BOY, HAVE YOU BOUGHT A HELICOPTER?’ 
‘Oh no,’ Becky says, sighing.
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Dad chats to Roger.
Dinner goes stone cold.
Becky tries to think of things that make her happy. 
Unicorns. Rainbows. Nice cows. Cute seagulls.
But it doesn’t help.
Furious, Becky throws her plate on the floor.

[BANG!]



Becky yells.
Mum and Dad put their hands over their ears.
The roof leaps from the house.
The doors fly open.
She yells so loudly that even creatures that do not exist hear it. 
Then something descends from the heavens.

[AAAAAGH
]



A strange, clumsy creature lands on the table.
It looks like a cross between a rainbow, a seagull, 
a unicorn and a cow. ‘I’m a unimal,’ it says.
‘That’s so cool! Can you fly? Can I sit on your back?’ Becky asks.
‘Of course!’ the unimal says.
‘Hooray, let’s go!’ Becky cheers.
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